
Kwok Wei Jie CG Artist

SKILLS
- Autodesk 3ds Max : Modelling ,texture and
 lighting
- Autodesk Maya : 3D Animation
- Adobe Photoshop : Digital painting and edit
- Adobe After Effects : Video edit
- Storytelling
- Experience in Adobe Flash animation- Experience in Adobe Flash animation
- Some skills to program in Python.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of fine arts in 
digital art and animation

DigiPen Singapore

Republic Polytechnic

SEPT - MAR
2012   2016

APR - APR
2007  2010Diploma in interactive 

and digital media

ACHIEVEMENTS

[Prison Bleak]

[Mouzarella]

[Whales of the World]

- Designed the storyline and flow
- Conceptualised the style and look
- Modelled the dungeon environment
- Modelled the escaping prisoner
- Lighted the scene to dungeon setting
- Animated the entire film

DigiPen solo student project :
 A prison attempts to escape timelined in the medieval period

 - A 3-minutes film consisting of 6-man team with 2 characters and 3 environments.
 - Designed the storyboard and animatics.
 - Directed the art style and flow of the film.
 - Concepted the environment and assets (Digital paintings).
 - Modelled 2 of environments (An exterior landscape and an interior for final scene)
 - Animated the full layout of the film.
 - Designed the lighting for all 7 of the 10 shots. - Designed the lighting for all 7 of the 10 shots.

DigiPen senior group project :
 Two competing mice races to save Princess at the top of a Tower

 - Lead animator for a 30-minutes documentary revolving four endangered species of
  the whale family. 
 - Modeled the environments and assets, namely: A performing stage for orcas (like
  SeaWorld) , whaling boat, underwater coral reefs, ice bergs in the north pole.
 - Simulated realistic water with BiFrost such as for whale breaching. 
 - Complete all animation four months before scheduled release.
 - Studied the behaviour, movement and flow of different marine mammals  - Studied the behaviour, movement and flow of different marine mammals 
 - Film will be showed at prime time consisting of three time slots a day at Singapore
 Science Centre, Omni Theatre.

A 7-month project in Singapore Science Centre
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